Infrastructure and PPP in
Australia

Overview
Aging infrastructure, funding gaps, controversial developments and private sector returns on investments are all
issues facing infrastructure asset stakeholders. With enormous sums involved, there’s a lot at stake. To capitalize on
the opportunity and safeguard yourself against the risks, you need skilled strategic advisors backed by global
experience.
We are that firm. You will be guided through each stage of the infrastructure lifecycle in a national and global context
by a team with extensive experience and coverage.
Rely on our commercial outlook and understanding of the rigors of infrastructure projects, which has been proven on
complex and pioneering deals in Australia, the Pacific, Asia and the Middle East over many years. Work with a team
who have been voted by their peers as some of the best in Australia and around the globe.
Whether you are a project sponsor, operator, contractor, lender or represent a government entity, benefit from our
experience on infrastructure projects across the transport, energy, social, utilities and telecommunications sectors.
Our clients include multi-national building and construction companies, major banks, leading property developers,
multinational telecommunications suppliers, multinational utility providers, government authorities, and national
distributors of natural gas and water.
Throughout the life of a project, our support is comprehensive—whether you require advice on the project’s structure,
be it a public-private partnership, joint venture or alliance; due diligence and managing risk; the drafting of deeds and
contracts; compliance requirements around government approvals and industry regulation; all aspects of construction;
finance and its structuring; or disputes and litigation.
From multi-billion dollar projects for motorways, light rail, ports and tunnels to multi-million dollar projects for hospitals,
community housing, optic fiber networks, telecommunications towers, natural gas distribution and water reticulation
systems, our team has provided innovative and market-leading approaches to move projects forward.
Uniquely, our team is able to fuse our extensive knowledge in the infrastructure and public-private partnership arenas
on a national and global basis to drive excellent outcomes for you in your negotiations and in driving your project
forward.
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